
Orermming Inertia and Actually Getting Your Project Started!

By Fred M. Fargotstein, R.A.
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Getting a Handle on Garden Design:

At this time of year, who wouldn't love to have a beautiful-
ly landscaped home, surrounded by comfortable and invit-
ing outdoor spaces in which to relax, entertain, or just

delight in the wonders of nature? It's too bad that for

A chair anchors a restful spot in Leslie Kaplan's yard on Lang Street.

many homeowners, tremendous opportunities for the

creation of their own vibrant and attractive outdoor living
spaces are simply never reahzed.

A big reason for this, in my experience, is that homeowners

are often completely ovenvhelmed by 
^ 

seemingly limitless

aftay of available planting and landscape construction
materials from which to choose. Nurseries at this season are

bursting with a staggering variety of species, and home

centers similarly abound with all manner of options for
walls, fences, decks, and paving.

So where is the aspiring home gardener to even start?

The single rnost important key to overcoming the inertia
that can result from having too many choices lies in devel-

oping a well-conceived plan for the garden and for each

space within it.

As a homeowner, the first step in this process is to identify
your goals for each garden area-that is, how you plan to
use it and the character that you would like it to have. For
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instance, is your goal to create a colorful and welcomittg
entryway, or a subdued and shady private patio? Do you
envision throwing large parties, or merely relaxing with the

Sunday newspaper?

Simply put, each of these cases calls for the selection of
particular types of plantings and hardscape materials. Now
correspondingly, among all of the potential garden "building
blocks" from which the homeowner may choose, each one

has certain attributes that allow it to perform specific roles in
a design, such as screening, shading, softening, framing, or
serving as a focal point.

It may be helpful to think of spaces within your garden just

like rooms within a house, each with its own intended pur-

pose and character. In this sense, the design process for either

a house or a garden is essentially the same - only the "build-
ing blocks" are different. For instance, instead of using studs

and plaster to construct the walls for a peaceful study within
a hous e , a secluded outdoor room might be crafted using a

few small trees, an evergreen hedge, a fieldstone wall, or even

tall clumps of ornamental grass. As another example, imagine

creating an intimate conversation area within a large room by
constructing a window seat alcove and articulating it with a

lowered ceiling and a soft wool rug on the floor. A similarly
cozy outdoor room might be defined by t rustic timber
bench sheltered beneath a vine-covered pergola, all set on

a field of flagstone pavers with soft, fragrant thyme

nestled betrveen their joints.

Naturally, there is a bit more to the planning process than

this, and a skilled garden designer must take numerous other
considerations into account. Among these, the context and

the scale of the property are paramount, as is the ultimate size

of the planting materials. The gardener's time frame is anoth-

er important factor since some plantings take many years to

mature, and so is his appetite for performing maintenance.

Personal taste and budget constraints will also factor into the

equation.



Now this is certainly not to say that there should be tro

opportunity for spontaneiry in landscape design, as the

delightfully unexpected circumstances that can result are

an inherent part of gardening's allure.

But as an aspiring gardener, what this really all boils

down to is that your initial step in getting started on

any outdoor project should be the developmeut of a

well-conceived plan. And while significant projects may

benefit from professional guidance, carefully thinking
through your own plan may be all that you need to get

your project to finally take root, and to put you in a

position to proceed with confidence in making the most

of your own home landscape.

Photos by Laila Archuleta, www, larlael rzabeth.clm
Fred Fargotstein's garden rncludes comfortable seating.

A stone path leads through plantings of various heights rn Fred Fargotstein's garden,
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